Depths & Duct Sizes
Easi-joist offers a comprehensive range of depths
from 195mm which is a direct competitor to solid
timber joists, up to 424mm which is ideal for large
spanning commercial applications.
Versatile webbing
can allow for larger
services

ROOF TRUSSES LIMITED
A range of
depths are
available

Lincframe are proud to
announce the start of
easi-joist production

Ample room
to run services

Services can be passed through the open web feature.
The table below gives the maximum opening sizes for
each depth:
MAXIMUM DUCT OPENING SIZES (mm)
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Old Wood North, Skellingthorpe,
Lincoln LN6 5UA
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Depth D* H* W* S*
X
Y
..........................................................................
195
120 73
208 107 605 125
..........................................................................
219
120 73
208 107 605 125
..........................................................................
254
154 97
208 153 605 159
..........................................................................
304
192 121 215 155 605 210
..........................................................................
424
265 178 264 212 705 330
..........................................................................
* These dimensions include a 3mm clearance.
These dimensions are approximate as discrepancies may occur in manufacture.
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Fax: 01522 500144
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METAL OPEN WEB FLOOR SOLUTION

Lincframe Trusses is a member of the
Trussed Rafter Association

Call 01522 500238 for a quote on your
project large or small.

Build it fast…
Build it for less…
A popular open web floor system, easi-joist will give
your project the competitive edge with marked
savings in time and money. easi-joist offers today's
builder an engineered floor system that combines the
best feature of an I-Joist with an open web
construction to deliver a quality product for
maximum job site efficiency and overall cost
effectiveness.
Build it fast - easi-joist has a number of features
that simplify construction, helps a project to run
smoothly and meet deadlines: The consistent width
and depth of the off site manufactured easi-joists
provide easier floor material installation and the
open web design allows for service runs without the
need for drilling or notching. These benefits reduce
the amount of time contractors spend on site, speed
up construction and ultimately save the builder
money.
Build it for less - easi-joist lightweight open web
design provides on-site savings in labour. With no
need for drilling or notching for the installation of
services, typical errors that incur costly remedial
work is reduced. The long spans that easi-joist is
able to achieve can eliminate the need for costly
intermediate load bearing walls. The bespoke design
of each easi-joist to fit a particular job reduces the
site wastage and pilferage of timber joists. These
factors among others translate into an increase in
profit for your bottom line.

Features & Benefits
Open Web Design - Fast and simple installation of
services, without the need for drilling or notching.
Longer Spans - Longer spans are achievable in
comparison to solid timber. This may eliminate the
need for intermediate load bearing internal walls, thus
reducing a building's overall cost.
Design Flexibility - A number of end conditions are
available to the designer, including top chord
supported. Easi-joists can be designed for precisely
locating bearing walls and accommodating large
services.

Open web feature allows for service runs

Reduced Site Wastage - Bespoke design eliminates
the need for site alterations. Easi-joist also saves
timber resources by reducing the amount of waste
timber generated during construction.
Wider Spacing - Fewer beams are required to
complete a floor installation, reducing labour time.
Light Weight - The light weight construction allows
the joists to be manoeuvred easily and safely on site,
often without the need for specialist lifting equipment.

Long clear spans can be achieved

Wide Nailing Surface - Floor and ceiling application is
simpler and quicker.
Save Money - Trades work faster on site, reducing
labour costs, while the necessity for intermediate load
bearing walls is also reduced.
Engineering - Easi-joists are manufactured off-site
ensuring consistent quality and reliability. Wolf System's
design software can create easi-joist designs to a
variety of specifications.

Wide fixing surface

